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«::ar-npus l:lriefs
Finance Committee
Senate Finance Committee will
meet at 6:30 p.m. today in Room
250-D of the Union.
Finance Committee Chairman
Robert Speer s&id a bill concerning allocation of funds to student
organizations which participate in
events sponsored or hosted by
Brigham Young University will
be considered at the meeting.

Math Colloquium
Dr. Charles Bell, professor of
mathematics at the University of
Michigan, will speak at a UNM
Department of Mathematics and
Statistics colloquium this week.
Bell will discuss "Nonparametric Tests of Symmetry" at 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 8, in Room 104 of
Marron Hall. Coffee and doughnuts will be served prior to the

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad 11> to
run five or more consecutive dnYB with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: l'ayment mwt be made In
full :Prior to Insertion of advertisement.
CJIU!Sified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
WHERE1 Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

3)

SERVICES

TYPING done on IBM electric. 10 yrs.
Experience. 298-3804.

4)

I

FOR RENT

FOUR ROOM apartment, 116 1.1 Harvard
SE to sub-let from June through August for $70 per month. orr street parking, pQts allowed- Phone Gt·ant after
6:30 p.m. 277·4102.
SUB-LEASE~l=r=o7.u=s=E~th-ru--J~u7ly-.~$7=5--a
month.. SE~ Couples, children or petn
welcome. 247-8935, 242-3686.

5)

FOR SALE

PUPPlES now nvallablc from Iccflow
The home of the extra large Mnlnmutcz.
Stud service. 298-6112.
1968 YAl\1AIIA 30iicc: excellent condition,
r,jx months' USC!, mu::tt sell. ltJ6~ Cutlass
Supreme, Holiday Coupe, black nnd
white, burgundy interior, 12,500 milescall 299-5757.
1966 VW SEDAN, $995.00 Excellent Condition. Call after 5 p.m. 290-4974.
ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS. 443 Lafayette Pl. N.E. Corner. Total Price $20,000. Drive by If
interested. !'hone 268-4244.
FIAT 860 SPIDER, 1968 5,500 miles, attractive, <!conomy, moderntdy powered
aports car. $1,760. 266-0261.
PORSHE SPEEDSTER, 19!;5. Excellent
body,

engine needs work.

$900.

talk, in Room 225 of Marron Hall.
All inte~·ested persons are invited to attend the free colloquium,

Big Crowds
The 1969-70 season of Broadway shows and cultural programs
at Popejoy Hall may draw bigger
crowds to the UNM theater than
the record-setting 1968-69 season.
William Martin, Popejoy Hall
manager, said recently season
ticket sales during the first week
were much higher than they were
a year ago, when about half the
performances were sold out.
Persons who had season tickets
tbi::; year can get the same seats
for next season by buying season
tickets by Saturday. During the
following two weeks, season tickets for the 12 events will be sold
to new subscribers.
·
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Calling U
Tuesday, May 6
New Mexico BiHngual Education Association; Room 101 of the college of education
clns.<Jroom wingj 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, May 7
KUNM Man About Campus Interview;
with John Nunnes of United PortugueseAmerican Students; 2:40. 4:20, 8:40 p.m.
Bobby Seale speech; Union; 3 p.m.
Concert Band concert; Popejoy HaH; 8:16
p.m.: subscription or $1.50 for adults and
$1.00 for students.
Lecture by Leo Kanowitz: on "Women
and Law: the Unfinished Revolution;"
Kiva; ?':30 p.m.
ThurndaY, May 8
Lecture on "Nonpnramctric Tests of
Symmetry;" by Dr. Charles Bell: Room
104; Marron Hall: 3 p.m.
Discussion of "The Development of Oral
Formulas in Old Saxon and Anglo-Saxon
Poetry;" Professor Michael Capek, Princct{)n University; English department; Mitchell Hall, Room 220; 7 p.m.
Film HThe 400 Blows:" Union Theatre;
7 p.m.
Friday, May 9
KUNM Man About Campus Interview:
with TerrY Calvani of the Committee for
the Defense of the University: 2:40, 4 :20,
8:40 p.m.
Sunday, Mny 11
Julinn Bond speech: Union Rn.llroom,
University o£ Albuquerque; 2 p.m.
Recital by flutist Andrew BolotowBky;
Flrnt Unitarian Church, 3701 Carlisle NE,
2 p.m.
Speech by House Republican leader Gerald
Ford: Johnson Gym: 8 p.m.
Monday,l\1ay 12
KUNM Man About Campus Interview:
with Doe Wright ol the Zimmerman Librnry Motorcycle .and Timing Association;
2:40, 4 :20; 8:40 p.m.
1Vednesday, l\1ny 14
KUNM student comments; 2:40, 4:20;
8:40p.m.

SERNA'S CAFE

243-

American and
Spanish Food

5488.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and entire West. Good salarie!l. Free registration period. Southwest Teachers Agency..
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

7)

T~esday,

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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MISCELLANEOUS

WANT IDEAL TENANT? Mature woman
student wishes to rent attractive, smnn
unfurnished house with yard near University beginning June. Long term. Wi11
take good care of property. Faculty
references. 898-0562 after 5 P.M.

Spedalties:

e

e
e

white tortillas
menudo
e posole
carne adovado plate
NearUNM

1600 Brock Central S.E.

The 1969-70 season opens Sept.
27 with the musical "Cabaret.''

May 6, 1969

looking for a parking place?
Walking after you've found one?

By SARAH LAIDLAW
UNM Pl'esident Ferrel Heady
said yesterday he has found no
evidence to substantiate charges
made by United Mexican-American Students (UMAS) of discrimination in the Physical Plant.
UMAS charged two weeks. ago
that Myron Fifield, director of
the Physical Plant, had discriminated against Mexican-American
employees. They also charged that
the grievance system in the plant
"worked against those employees
with legitimate grievances," said
an UMAS statement.
"Impressive Record"
Heady in his statement said,
"Available information indicates
. . . that Mr. l!'ifield has an impressive record in doing his part
to improve the employment conditions of all employees under his

Professor Leaving
Dr. Norton B. Crowell, professor of English at UNM, has accepted a position as professor of
English at Illinois State University, Normal, Ill.
Crowell received his Ph.D.
from Harvard and taught at Carnegie Institute of Technology in
Pittsburgh for four years.
He has been at UNM since
1947. He is an authority on Robert
Browning and has published two
books on the English Victorian
poet.

Oops!
Leo Kanowitz, professor of Jaw,
will speak Tuesday instead of
Wednesday as was reported in
yesterday's Calling U.
The title of Kanowitz's speech
is ":Women and Law: the Unfinished Revolution." He will speak at
7:30 p.m. in the Kiva.

Philosophy Degree
Byong Ki Park, an electrical engineering student from Seoul,
Korea, will receive his doctor of
philosophy degree in June.

TAKE

THE
Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.

SERVICE
JEWELER

supervision without regard to
race, color, creed, or national
origin.''
The statement reported the
grievance system has not been
used since it was put into effect
in September, 1968.
"The charge that the procedure

has w o r k e d against employees
with legitimate grievances cannot be substantiated because the
procedure has not been utilized."
Grievance System
Beady said the grievance system provides for an appeal from
the department head to the grievances committee made up of two

A SONG
OF BEAUT)'

Vol. 72

elegant grace ... the perfect
compliment for your Bride-to-be!
"lyric"

~~nge
blossolll
~
diamond rings

Need Glasses?
Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-Free Glasses Adjustment-

Prescription Sunglasses
24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CASEY OPTICAL
Next door to Casey's Your Drug Ston>
255-6329
4312 lomas NE

2312 CENTRAL SE

Opposite . . • Popejoy Concert Hall

"Remember,
we're nonviolent,
so be careful of your
after shave:' ~r,::::...----"'

Election today will decide the
King and Queen to preside over
Fiesta Activities this year including the rodro on Saturday
and Sunday,

Viva Fiesta

~-.~""\(?~

\\)\\\)\\_~~)
rl!f~:\U-2
~ ~r\ ~
~
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Dissenting Vote
The committee's recommendation on the bill came
on a 2-1 vote with Doug MacCurdy casting the
dissenting vote. The bill will come before the full
Student Senate tonight.
MacCurdy, in voting against the bill, explained
that he was not in favor of "continued relations"
with BYU, but that he believed the bill might preclude even discussing "the problem (the racial
practices of BYU) with them.''
"Suppose BYU hosted a national convention of
NSA (National Student Association) or that they
opened their minds up and invited everyone there
to discuss their problem. We couldn't go," Mac-

Curdy told the committee.
Johnson countered that "if BYU did open their
minds up the student government probably would
not have to give anyone any money since the Black
Students Union would probably send someone anyway.''
MarCurdy also told the committee that a recent
referendum on a plan to cease all activities with
BYU had been defeated by the student body. Senator Carol Lazorik, l10wever, said that the defeat
of the referendum was due to the fact that not>
enough students knew about it before the election.
800 Votes
"Despite this, the referendum still got 800 votes
and only another 100 or 150 voted against it," she
said.
In urging the committee to give a "do pass"
recommendation to his bill, Johnson said that "we
(Student Senate) are condoning racism if we keep
relations. We must begin somewhere and this could
be the first step.
"As a result of Student Senate's earlier vote to
break off relations with BYU we have received support from students at BYU and UTEP. We should
follow that action up," he said.

lndependents,GreeksCompetefor Fiesta l-lonors
King, Queen To Be Chosen Today From Field of 23 Candidates
Twenty-two Greek and independent candidates will be competing for Fiesta royalty honors
in today's elections for Fi~sta
King and Queen. Voting will be
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Union.
Candidates are Mike Ortiz,
Bobby Raines, Rick Beitler, Mur-

~---\ \\

r ~\

ray Kelly, Jim Dines, Howard
Achen, Gene Valencia, Lawrence
Godda1·d, Judi Nickerson, Linda
Wilson, Ann Penny, Carla Dunlap, Carlene ICuchan, Dru Arthur,
Susan Carlton, Pam Peterson,
Tom Garcia, Lynn Hess, Meredith Ferguson, Linda Thompson,
Jan Schreiber, and Lynn Hopkins.
Coronation of Fiesta King and

Queen will be at 10 p.m. during
Friday's Midway activities south
of' Zimmerman Field.
Tomorrow's Fiesta activities
will include the annual Bar-B-Q
behind Mesa Vista Hall from
4:30-6:30 p.m. Students without
dormitory meal tickets will be
charged $1.15 for the Bar-B-Q.
Also scheduled for tomorrow is

Technically Ineligibles Will Run
Four candidates who are technically ineligible to
run in today's Fiesta elections will be allowed to
run due to a Fiesta Committee ruling last night.

Y.
Wild-eyed coeds can turn any peaceful demonstration into a
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate® After
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand slips, we include
instructions on self-defense in every package. (If you're a pacifist, maybe you'd better read the instructions twice.)

h;·

f.

t
i

!

ft

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
,;',
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no basis in fact," said Heady's
statement.
Heady said one employee has
been fired since January.
He said the pay structure will
increase "as legislative appropriations permit, and until we achieve
community wage levels." One of
the UMAS demands connected

A bill which would prohibit the use of student
government funds for activities in which Brigham
Young University (BYU) is a sponsor or best was
given a "do pass" recommendation by the Student
Senate Finance Committee last night.
The bill, sponsored by Sam Johnson, wo1.:ld not
affect any use of funds already allocated in the
current budget, but would restrict futuro use of
funds. In addition, athletic department adivities
would not be affected since their funds arc allocated
from different sources.

•.• with the famous guarantee.
It is permanently
registered by Orange Blossom.
Its exact weight and
grade are engraved in the ring.
It promises a lifetime of free
professional care ...
And there is morel
See Bernie Bullerfield about
student credit terms, too.

Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription

Heady said communication concerning the grievance policy 'has
been and is" a problem, and is
receiving attention.
Remain In Effed
The statement said the present
grievance system will remain in
effect until it proves ineffective,
and a revision has been made.

with the discrimination charges
was that the minimum pay be
set at $2 per hour.
"Content" To Wait
UMAS spokesman Arturo Sandoval said UMAS is "content" to
wait until they can present their
charges to the faculty at their
next m e e t i n g, and "prove the
charges.''
He also said the charges will
be presented to the Regents at
their Saturday meeting, but only
"to let them know that we have
made charges," said Sandoval.
In his statement, Heady said
that if additional information is
submitted to him by UMAS or
other parties, he will take it u11'der consideration.
Sandoval said UMAS will not
give their information to Heady
before the faculty meeting.

Finance Committee Limits
•
Funds Use 1n BYU Events

expertly cut diamond set with

•

Heady also said "no evidence of
coercion or intimidation of employees who seek to better their
conditions has been presented."
"The chal'ge that ten employees
have been summarily discharged
from the Physical Plant department in the last several weeks has

Wednesday, May 7, 1969

LYRIC ... for May engagements ...

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

"uninvolved faculty members with
tenure, selected by the aggrieved
employee from a list including
one faculty member from each
college, and one uninvolved vice
president of the University, selecteded by the director of nonacademic personnel.''

Discrimination Accusations Against Fifield Void

NE\N
IVIEXICO

PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

BUTTERFIELD
YOUR
PERSONAL

Valid~

l+leady Finds UMAS Charges tNot

~H~
•2

.;

The Committee voted 9-7 to allow Mike Ortiz,
Pi Kappa Alpha; Judi Nickerson, Chi Omega; Lynn
Hopkins, Alpha Delta Pi; and Bob~y Raines, Delta
Sigma Phi, to run even though Orttz does not have
the required 2.0 grade pointaverage and the other
three do not have the required 62 hours in their
respective colleges.
Committee members split 7-7 on the question, but
Fiesta Committee co-chairmen John Bakas and
Anne Knight both voted to allow the four to run.
Balms said Ortiz had been notified by the Records
Office that he had the required 2.0 gpa, but the

...

·-~·

-,

........

office informed the Committee on Monday that
Ortiz did not have a 2.0.
The three' other candidates are transfer "students,
Bakas. said, and thought they had accumulated the
required 62 hours for junior standing in their respective colleges.
Bakas said the Fiesta Committee had learned
Monday that one of the candidates had only 57
hours, and the other two had 58.
Bakas, in explaining his vote to allow the four to
run, said he felt the candidates were "not completely to blame" for the situation.
"I did not feel we should penalize the candidates.
There was no malicious intent to dodge the rules,"
Bakas said.

the Fiesta Talent Show at 7:30
p.m. on Zimmerntan Field.
Friday's activities include mariachi bands and taco stands on
Zimmerman Field from 12 noon
to 6 p.m., the Alpha Tau Omega
Egg-Eating Contest at 3 p.m.,
a western band on the Mall from
12 noon to 6 p.m., the Midway
south of Zimmerman Field be·
ginning at 7 p.m., and the judging of the beard growing contest.
Football Game
Saturday's activities include the
rodeo at 12 noon, the Cherry-Silver football game at University
Stadium at 3 p.m. and a concert
by recording artist Johlmy Rivers
at 8 p.m. at University Arena.
Tickets for the Rivers concert
are now on sale at the Student
Activities Ticket Booth in Popejoy Hall. Prices are $3.50 and $4
with a special student ptice of $2.
The concert is being sponsored by
the Associated Students Popular
Entertainment Committee.
Ends Sunday
Fiesta activities will end with
a second session of the rodeo at
12 noon on Sunday.
Entries are still open for the
rodeo which will be held at the
Bernalillo County Sheriff's Posse
.

·-

arena, El Pueblo and Edith NW.
Entry blanks may be picked up
at the rodeo office in the Activities
Center of the Union. Deadline for
entries is noon Thursday.
Ten Hodeo Events
Competition is slated in ten
events, including six for men,
three for women and one for mixed teams. Prizes will include belt
buckles, trophies, and gift certificates.
The rodeo is sponsored by the
UNM Rodeo Club and sanctioned
by the New Mexico College Rodeo,1
Association. Stock will be supplied by the Flying S Championship Rodeo. Dale Chavez is rodeo
chairman.
lfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllll
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Navajo Studies .. Pg. 5
Police Talk ..•... Pg. 4
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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Tho New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Pub
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 871 06. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.
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What Bakas said, in effect, was that he
felt the Fiesta Committee should not penalize the four candidates for not being
familiar with the rules.
The fact of the matter is that the Fiesta
Committee has clearly violated the rules.
Sympathy for the four people involved
should not even be a consideration in the
issue.
The committee has set itself up for a barrage of justified criticism from the Fiesta
royalty candidates, especially if one of the
ineligible candidates should win.
We are asking that student government
seek an injunction to postpone today' s
elections until the four ineligibles are removed from the ballot. And if it is too late
for that type of action, we insist that the
election be declared invalid.

Constitution Needs Teeth
Recently-elected Student Senator John
McGuffin will tonight introduce to Student
Senate a resolution calling for the establishment of a committee to study reform
of the Associated Students Constitution.
One of McGuffin's campaign promies was
"'to work at putting some teeth into what is
now a meaningless document. We intend to
hold him to that promise.
Even though the constitution is certified
by President Ferrel Heady and the UNM
Regents, there is not a student "power" in

it that cannot be overstepped at the convenience o£ the administration. The decision to refuse SDS the use of Union facilities is a clear testimony to that fact.
The current constitution defrauds the
Associated Students. It leads students, and
especially student government, to believe
that they have certain powers in running
their University.
We urge McGuffin and anyone else who
might join him in his efforts to either make
the constitution a valid document or thro'w
it out.

.J,:

Lobo Photo by Steve Bell

Even during rainy weather,
SUJler-young UNM students need
a drink of water.

"Do I use it like a billy-club, Mr. President •.. ?"

by Conrad

Editor:
No Guns For UMAS
To the Editor:
To much of the World, America
is "Bonny and Clyde," the Viet
Nam War, Mayor Daley's Chicago Police, and the shootings of
Martin Luther King and Robert
Kennedy.
Now it seems UMAS has shifted its emnhasis to the "A" in its
name.
When Arturo Sandoval espouses violence then he shows himself
to be right in the mainstream of
American thought and action.
I can neither condone nor ignore
Mr. Sandoval's statement.
UMAS must not do things the
"American way."
St£:phen M. Part

Betna

Support Bill No. 5:
Protest BYU's Racism

Page 3

Lifter Costs UNM $10,150 For Academic Year

'I

Fiesta Elections Not Valid

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Physical Plant Men Clean Up Campus

Recent Events-------

Edfittot•ial
Fiesta Committee last night violated its
own election rules in voting to allow four
technically ineligible candidates to run in
today's elections for Fiesta King and
Queen.
One of the candidates, Mike Ortiz, does
not have the required 2.0 grade point
average, and the three others do not have
the required 62 hours for junior standing
in their respective colleges.
F i e s t a Committee co-chairman John
Bakas said last night that he felt it would
be unfair to the four candidates to declare
them ineligible at the last minute, the
night before the elections.
"' We feel that it is grossly unfair to the
other 18 candidates, who followed the
rules and met eligibility requirements, that
the four be allowed to run.

'
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SDS Threat To Freedom

To the Editor:
I was very sorry to read that
the six students arrested in front
Bl!llla Is U1180llclted, •lgned JrOESt editorial opinion, not necessarily reflecting the views of The Lobo.
of Dr. Heady's house were released without charge. I 'don't
By SANDRA HEIDE
(some of it's ours), but we can sarily true. The referendum stat- know all the regulations concernThe Student Senate is once more regulate the spending of our own ed, "Should UNM sever relations ing the University President's
considering a bill to back up its funds. Now get to the heart of it with BYU?" Bill No. 5 will not house, but it seems to me that by
earlier resolution to sever con- -Bill No. 5. I doubt that any have the effect of severing rela- all moral rights the students were
nections with BYU. We have single piece of legislation before tions with BYU. All campus or- trespassing. A man's house is
heard from the Athletic Council the Student Senate has ever creat- ganizations are still free to attend usually regarded as his castle.
now and they claim that there is ed more uproar or been less un- any conference or program at Why should he have been required
no discrimination against the derstood.
BYU with no repercussions, but to put up with this demonstration
black athletes, merely a lack of
Bill 5 says, "Be it enacted that: student government will not foot for five minutes? His offices hours
courtesy on the part of the BYU No monies be allocated to chart- the bill. This does not work a are 9-5.
fans. But the black athletes say ered student organizations (for hardship on any student organizaLet's reverse the situation. Supthere is discrimination. We are attending) programs of which tion. Amigos Anonymous raised pose an SDSer were accused of a
caught on the horns of a dilemma. BYU is a sponsor or host." And nearly $2,500 for their trip to crime. Suppose the police (affecWho do we believe, the adminis- that's exactly what it means.
Mexico-and BYU isn't that far tionately called "'pigs" by all gootl
tration or our own kind-the stuIt does not mean that any away.
SDSers) were to trample on this
dents, the black athletes who have chartered U N M organization
Furthermore, the language of SDSer's lawn without a search
given UNM a name in athletic must withdraw from any regional the referendum is so vague as to warrant and demand an explanacompetition?
or national organization of which make it meaningless. Does it mean tion of some flimsy charges. Any
We are most willing to support BYU is also a member. It does UNM should leave the WAC in SDSer would cry real tears and
our teams by turning out for the not mean that any organization protest against BYU or merely demand an end to such gestapo
lllgames, yelling for the good guys may not attend a conference held refuse to make further contracts tactics. "You are violating my
and booing the bad ones. A lack somewhere other than BYU, with BYU ? Or does it mean we my rights as a citizen," he would
of courtesy for visiting teams is which BYU also attends, It does should isolate ourselves complete- cry. "A man is innocent until
not unknown at UNM. But, when not mean that organizations ly from any contact with BYU? proven guilty: I wasn't even inthe chips are down, when the can't get funds from student What did you think it meant?
formed of my rights.''
blacks turn to the student body government to go to that conferSupport for Bill No. 5 does not
Why should any SDS "pigs"
for support when their pride and ence. It dolill not mean that if an mean that UNM will sever re(an
affectionate name) be trying
dignity as blacks, as human be- organization goes to that confer- lations with BYU, nor does it
to
deny
Dr. Heady the rights they
ings, has been attacked, we hesi- ence, or even to BYU, funds allo. mean a slap in the face for the
are
so sacred to themselves?
feel
tate. Sure, we were all ready to cated to that organization will be student body.
SDS
want to be hypocritical
Does
take a large chunk out of Gerhard confiscated. It DOES mean that
It does mean that, if passed and like the "establishment?" Do
Scheur for his behavior here, but student government will not pay signed, the Associated Students of
to take a chunk out of BYU in the for an organization to go to BYU, UNM will have shown support, they want to be like big business
and show the world they are selfp o c k e t b o o k, where it really
It has been said that Student however small, for the black ath- ish and insensitive to the rights of
hurts? 'No, sir! We gloss it over S e n a t e will be derelict in its letes who give their time and
with a "lack of courtesy, excuse duties if it passes this piece of energy competing for UNM. And individuals?
Who is the biggest threat to
them" shellac.
legislation because it is contradic- it will hopefully mark an end of
All right, we can't yei; tell the tory to the students' wishes as the 'blacks should be seen on the freedom of the i n d i v i d u a I,
administration and the Athletic expressed in the recent referen- field and not heard on campus' NROTC or SDS?
Council how to· spend their•money dum balloting. That is not neces- policy at UNM.
Russell Scott

Letters nrc welcome, and ohould
be no longer thnn 250 words typewritten, double ijpnccd. Name, telephone number nnd nddr= must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

"Men-About Campus"
Damage Union
To the Editor:
Because I spend a great deal of
time in the Union, I am concerned
with any regulations that arc designed to improve its image. Bar'ring non-students and hippies
would probably do more to damage the image of the Union than
help it.
Once we get rid of these "undesirable elements'' it will become
immediately obvious athat the
real pigs are the people who keep
their short hair neatly combed,
wear shoes, and carry student
J.D.'s. Go down to the Lobo room,
scan the floor, then look up when
you see a particularly large concentration of trash, and you will
see what I mean.
Next time you see a hippy with
dirty feet look for some neat
looking man-about-campus butting his cigarette on the floor.

Two U Medical Students
To Give Reports in Miami
New possibilities for testing
allergy drugs, and new viruses
which produce an unusual kind of
DNA will be discussed in two reports given by the UNM School
of Medicine students next week in
Miami.
Frank Casey and John Mayo
have been invited to present papers on their research to the 69th
annual meeting of the American
Society for Microbiology May 4
to May 9.
Both are studying for their
Ph.D. in the UNM m e d i c a 1
school's department of microbiology.
1\.fayo has been working with
DNA, a chemical storehouse for
coded information for human life.
Previously, five viruses were
known to make unusual intra-cellular circles. Mayo's work shows
five more viruses are capable of
forming circular DNA in a specific phage-infected bacteria.

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

Mike Mauser

UNM Second-Rate
In Track
To the Editor:
I really got a laugh when I
read in The Lobo that Wayne
Vandenberg, now head cdach at
University of Texas at El Paso,
got his recruiting and coaching
skill from his former mentor,
Hugh Hackett. Vandenberg made
Hackett's teams famous in the
golden years of track at UNM,
1960-1965, through his great recruiting skill and his enthusiastic
assistant coaching.
Ask any UTEP track athlete
how they feel about their head
coach and you will understand
why that track team is in na·
tional prominence today. At UNM
Hackett may have been a good
coach in the past but today he is
more interested in selling Swipe
than coaching a nationally great
track team. The talent of the
trackmen at UNM is just as good
as ever but we need proper guidance and enthusiastic leadership
to bring this talent to its poten·
tia!.
Let's stop giving Hugh Hackett
16,000 dollars per year and saying we are a national track power
when in reality we are only a
second rate team. I know this
letter probably won't get published because the one thing UNM
has trouble facing is reality.

By GAY COOK
Floyd Williams, manager of
Const1•uction and Maintenance at
the UNM Physical Plant yesterday outlined procedures in effect
:for dealing with campus litter.
Williams said that there is a
three-man clean-up detail that
makes daily rounds of the campus
with a garbage truck to empty
trash cans and to collect garbage
that has accumulated in the dining halls, dorms, and buildings
during the day.
"Maintenance costs for the crew
and truck are estimated at $600
per week, or approximately $19,200 during the nine-month academic year," said Williams.
Separate and apart from the
clean-up detail are a group of
maintenance men who have been
assigned to specific areas of the
campus for maintenance, landscaping, and clean-up purposes. .
Williams said these men are
primarily concerned wth litter
p i c k- up which he defined as

Casey is working with one class
of one antibody from two different
species of animals, the mouse and
the rabbit. Classes of antibodies
from a particular animal species
appear unique in their ability to
sensitize skin of their own species, but not other species. Other
classes will sensitize skin of other
species, but not their own.
Casey is from Concord, N.H.
and studied at Norwich University and the University of Vermont. Mayo is from Minneapolis
and studied at University of Minnesota and Northwestern University before coming to UNM.

"things that people carelessly
cast aside such as paper, beer
cans and bottles, and cigarette
wrappers."
"Cost of litter pick-up and the
number of man-hours involved
varies a c c or d in g to circumstances," said Williams. During a
normal week "96 hours of labor
at an approximate cost of $275"
is required to deal with the litter
problem," Williams said.
When there is a large activity
on the mall such as during campus demonstrations "27 hours of

overtime is required to keep the
campus clean at a total cost of
$450," said Williams and "during
events such as Homecoming and
Fiesta 90 hours of overtime at a
total cost of $600 is necessary for

.... ~"''...
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clean-up purposes."
During the nine-month academic year Williams estimated
that 3360 hours of labor at a total
cost of $10,150 is necessary to
lteep the campus free from litter.

KOPY- KORNER

b,I:J
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lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

FIESTA

MAY 7-11
Maracas
Ponchos

Beaded Belts
Sheriff Badges
Leather Moccasins

Bola Ties

Chalekos

Old Town
301 Romero N.W.

No more
· dishes
forme! lin
a student,
nota
slavey!

College
Career
Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Ho'urs by Appointment
Phone 265-8288
124 Wc:J1hlngton S.E.

campus are yours, with unlimited "seconds". Where we'll
dust, and clean, and change
the linen for you. Where
you'll find laundry facilities
right on the premises. (Dry
cleaning pickup and delivery too!)
Where you can enjoy as much or as little of the social
whirl as you want .•. when you want it. Where you'll
luxuriate in your own private or semi-private bath
Instead of the "Gang Bath" bustle of a dorm or the

traumatic "ring around the tub" experience of an
apartment. And where it would be absolutely extravagant of you not to investigate the new low, low rates
But why not see for yourself?

New budget installment plans.
This year. you can live at THE COLLEGE INN
for as little as $465.00 per semester. Call or stop by
and see me. I'll bo happy to show you around
and give you the facts about a variety of College
Inn plans now available at new low rates,

Q,1

247-4406

Leather Belts

except study. Where lavish
helpings of the finest food on·

Consult

""o c:

0,o ;;,
for UNM Students only
..._ J;:
1
~...-;,, Os
For Theses; 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
'"'i, t
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'

Live at THE COLLEGE INN, where" we
do everything for the student
·<<"!Zr.::;:::.:::,:::,:,c:i

or your (;areer?

..._"<~'•",/>.

Inn
Unsurpassed for college living.

303 Ash Street, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
T~/: 243·2881

Name Withheld by Request
•.'
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Policemen Give· Talk
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U tvaluates Navajo Studies Program
An evaluation of the Navajo social studies curriculum at
Fort Wingate Indian school is being prepared by UNM.
Supervisor Dr. Le Roy Condie will continue to produce new
units for study, and will revise present units. Work with Fort
Wingate teachers will continue, and the revised study units
will be printed. The new units prepared will be for use on the
secondary level,
The new social studies units do not replace the old units,
but are used to supplement the old units.
Much of the revision being done on present study units is
based on teachers who have worked with the units.
Mrs. Ernestine Gar.cia, one of the teachers at the Wingate
Indian school, is enthusiastic about the Navajo social studies
curriculum. "Even those members of the class who are ordinarily considered non-achievers have responded to the
program."

SPEED READING
STUDENT DISCOUNT
Special Group Rates
Free Film Demonstre1tions Nightly 6-10

Albuquerque Reading Institute

1417 Central N.E.

·"

Only in Protection
In response to a question on
what guidelines a policeman follows in determining whether he

Phone 242-4046

.

Union Crafts Area Gives
Opportunity for Creation

$9.00 COUPON
With each wig, wire base, cascade, or
fall you receive free setting lotion,
cleaner and wig spray. A full $9.00
value, free with coupon,

.:.;

HI FASHION WIGS

·'

$1

Now the largest retail wig dealer in America with 22 stores to
offer you the best possible quality hairgoods at the lowest po;sible prices!

HOLDS ANY
LAYAWAY

New Mexico's newest fashion fad. A 12-14" fall that
can be worn in curls or as a fall. A $39.95 value
that we usually sell for $25, is now on sale for $17.
The $9 .coupon is good on the fall or any other
hairpiece. $1 will hold your choice in layaway.

Hombre

-~

CASCADE FALLS

Eskimo Research

sun card
• WELCOME HERE

Soon

.Q

SERVAS

I

$17

7-9"
WIGLETS

HAND-TIED

$3.99

S-T-R-E-T-C-H WIGS
The finest wig ever made. Double knotted hand-tied
on an ''American made cop' 1 • This assures no slipping on the head. This cap makes the difference.
Priced to sell at $85, now on sole for $45.

USE COUPON
AND SAVE

$45

Good
Job

?
register NOW with the

WIG
HEADS

STYLED WIGS
A truly remarkable selection to choose from. All
shades and colors available. If you ever wanted a
wig, now is your chance. We hove some mighty cute
styles on display that we think you would' like.

604

$25.00

DOME WIGLETS
A. 4 oz. of 100% human hair
B. On a stretch expandable base
C. 4-in-1 uses in one Wiglet
D. Pull your own hair thru

leads-Assistance
Reference Collections
Interviews-Free

PRESCRIPTION CENTER
MEDICAL ARTS SQUARE

MANUFAC-

TURER
SAVE!

$1 HOLDS ANY LAYAWAY

All Finest Quality
100% Human Hair

I
OPEN

CASCADES
If you would like to see the versatility of this hairpiece, we have 67 on display. You would never believe what this hairpiece can do.

9-9 DAILY

$14.95

12-6
SUNDAY

HI FASHION WIGS
268-2930

Foreign students interested in
traveling a r o u n d the United
States and visiting in American
homes are offered an opportunity
to do so through an organization
named SERVAS.
Students planning- to travel
plan their own itineraries, using
host lists provided by SERVAS
for the area in which they will
travel. Accommodations provided
by the hosts are for two nights.
SERVAS also offers American
students assistance in visiting
with local families in over 25
countries.
Information on SERVAS is
available from U.S. SERVAS,
William Sloane House, YMCA,
356 West 34th Street, New York,
N.Y., 10001.

Subscribe to
The Lobo

BUY DIRECT
FROM THE

$17

2436 San Mateo Place NE
North of the rre1awcrvoff San Mateo)

PLACEMENT CENTER

I

USE COUPON & SAVE $9
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(3 blocks west of U.
on Sigma Chi Road)

AL
Complete Line
of Hypo-allergenic
cosmetics

For

You'll love
the ALMAY LOOK
'it's 'PURE
BEAUTY'

M
Ay

DELICATE
<sENSITIVE>
ALLERGIC -""':!'!~~~~:=-

Skin

STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

Free Delivery--Phone CH3-3594
Char e accounts with ap roved credit

Dr. John M. Campbell, chairman of UNM's department of
anthropology, will be in an isolated art of northern Alaska this
summer conducting research into
Eskimo food supplies.
Campbell will take a controlled
biological sampling of the number
of species and the total amounts
of animal food available in part
of the Brooks Mountain Range
area.
The samples will be taken in
one Arctic lake and in selected
tracts of the surrounding tundra
near Anayuvuk Pass, about 200
miles inland from the northernmost part of Alaska, Point Barrow.
The project will also be one
of the last opportunities to observe the old ways of life of the
Nunamiut Eskimos in this region
before it is completely changed by
the impact of oil discoveries in
this part of Alaska.

The crafts area, located in the
basement of the Union, provides
UNM students with a variety of
opportunities to make creative art
projects.
Miss Sydney Suttman, crafts
supervisor, said, "The crafts area
is a place for students who come
in here and say, 'I want to make
.something.' We help them to get
their own idea and then help
them to execute it."
The crafts area holds no classes, but offers free instruction to
any student who comes in, she
said.
Students can use the crafts area
equipment to make jewelry, create
ceramic objects on the wheel or
by molds, develop and print photographs, do silk screen and dry
mounting, and leather work. The
area also has sign-making facilities and a Xerox copy machine.
"Students can do just about
anything you can do without big
machines," said Miss Suttman.
Students from architecture, photography, jewelry, and ceramic
classes use the area, she said.
The crafts area provides materials for students to use or buy
within a certain limit. Instructors
have a listing of supply houses
for material not stocked in the
crafts area.

A member of a Navajo Methodist Mission class in Farmington said, "I was most surprised to find out I didn't know
quite as much as I thought." He also said the curriculum
made him want to learn more about Navajos, and pass along
what he has learned.
The UNM College of Education is preparing the curriculum
study for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Navajo
tribe. It is financed by funds from the U.S. Office of Education under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Hobby Korner
Architectural Model Supplies
Full line Hobby and Craft Store

6693 4th NW

BRA

-EIGHT WEEKS
JULY-AUGUST 1969
-UNIVERSITY COURSES: Brazilian History, Govt,
Literature, Anthrop, Econ. Devel, Portuguese, etc.
-FACULTY: Harvard, Columbia, M.I.T., N.Y.U.
-EXCURSIONS: Bahia, Brasilia, Sao Paulo, etc.
-WORKSHOPS: Cinema, Architecture, Music, Art
ENROLLMENT FEE includes: Air Passage, lodgings,
Tuition. Excursions, Workshops-$1220
W RITE INTERAMERICAN SUMMER STUDY ASSOC.
310Madison Ave.-New York 10017
APPLICATION CLOSING DATE: MAY 25 1969

GET READY FOR FIESTA
WITH WESTERN WEAR FROM COOPER S
1

~]. ::t . ~

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E. 268-4147

She's one of many who have turned their
backs on 'ponies,' canned opinions, and
gimmicky review notes. For exams and
term papers she uses TCis-collections
of the world's most outstanding literary
criticism by the world's most outstand·
ing authorities. And then she forms her
own opinions. You too can be an out·
standing literature student with TCis.
Each: $1.25

WESTERN SHIRTS
for guys & gals.
Choose from plaids, solids,
stripes, checks, all sizes

LEVIS
The most complete selection in the Southwest.
Cords, Sta-Prest, Nuvos, Regular blue. You'll
flnd 'em all at Coopers.

WESTERN HATS

TWENTIETH
CENTURY
INTERPRETATIONS
Look for the TCis you need. Among the many
books in the series: Twentieth Century
Interpretations of

Just received a large shipment of straw hats in
all the new colors and styles.
From 2.98
Cooper's also features BAILEY & STETSON felt
hats.
COOPER'S has a complete selection of Boots,
Mocs, Belts, Buckles, Chalekos, everything your
·wardrobe needs for Fiesta Days.

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn • Gulliver's
Travels e Hamlet • Keats's Odes • The Scar·
let Letter • The Sound and the Fury • Walden

suncard

Available at your bookstore

SPECTRUM

~

BOOKS

-------l

Write for your complete listing of TCis:
Dept. CAC•N, PRENTiCE•HALL, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J, 07632

L

SUMMER STUDY IN RIO

LOOK

THIS STUDENT STANDS OUT
FROM ALL THE REST

344-3267

Closed Tuesdays

OPEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
'TILL 9:00 PM
WINROCK CENTER
ON THE PLAZA
ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA FE
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'Rudy's Boys' Wind-Up For Pro-Studded Aluni s

Wednesday, May 7, 1969

Coast Relays Draw Lobos

1

Youthful Lobos Rated as Favorites in Saturday's Annual Cherry-Silver Spring Wrapup ';
By CHARLES WOOD
Coach Rudy Feldman's red-clad
varsity will be mostly green
Saturday but will still be favored
to defeat an alumni team in the
annual Cherry-Silver game at
3:30 p.m. in University Stadium.
The contest, which climaxes
spring drills, is expected to turn

into an easy victory for "Rudy's
Wonders" despite the fact that the
sophomore-stud d e d Lobos are
matched against a team which
may include as many as five
players down from the pro ranks,
Broncos' Smitlt Plays
Rosswell's Paul Smith (Denver
Broncos), Belen's Emilio Vallez

leaving UNM.?
Taice Part of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
only $7.00 for a full school year.

(Chicago Bears), and Eunice's
Jack Abendschan (Saskatchewan
Roughriders of the G a n ad ian
Football League) head the Jist of
returning alumni. Two senior
draft choices, Ace Hendrick s
(Vancouver of the CFL) and Rene
Matison (Dallas Cowboys), will
probably play as well.
With departed senio1• Terry
Stone at quarterback and two fine
receivers in Hendricks and Matison, the passing game appears to
be one of the alum's strong points.
Conve1•sely, passing appears to be
one of the varsity's biggest gaps.
Four QB Candidates
No less than four men are battling for the starting quarterback's slot on the varisty. None of
the candidates are noted for
great passing ability, and, even
if they were, a supply of excellent
offensive ends is nil.

With this in mind, the Wolfpack will have to rely heavily on
a running attacJ;:. The ground
game will key around talented
senior David Bookert. As a junior,
the native of Hobbs ran for 892
yards and 11 touchdowns enroute
to his all-conference selection as
a halfback.
Harrier Tallies Twice
In last year's alum game, the
Hobbs Harrier scored two touchdowns in the varsity's 14-13 victory in a game which wasn't as
close as the score might indicate.
Other ground collectors in the
backfield will include fullback
S am S c a r be r, letterman Phil
Francyzk, and sophomore-to-be
Houston Ross.
The varsity has won the annual
game in each of the past five
years. In 1966, the alums were

tabbed as heavy favorites before
the Lobos produced a dramatic
comeback in the game's waning
minutes to upset the Stan Quintana-led alumni, 14-7.
Anticipate 4il00
A crowd of 4000 students,
townspeople, and Army scouts is
anticipated for the Saturday afternoon contest. A year ago, the
Lobo,; lured an unenthusiastic
crowd of 3000 into the 30,000 seat
stadium.
Next September 20, the Wolfpack opens defense of its 19 game
losing streak in Yankee Stadium
against Army. Saturday will be
the last opportunity for Army
scouts to film the Lobos in action
before the season opener. UNM
assistant coach Bill Mondt scouted A1•my two weeks ago in New
York.

Hackett and Crew Looking for Rebound in Fresno
Coach Hugh Hackett and 10
members of the Lobo track team
head west this weekend for competition in the prestigious West
Coast Relays at Fresno, Calif.
Hackett will have entries in 10
events plus a pair of unattached
entries for the 43rd running of
the annual meet. The Lobos lost
their second dual meet of the year
last weelc to UTEP by a 95%49% margin. So they'll be out to
regain some of their lost pride.
Steffes Enters
Long jumper Chuck Steffes, a
freshman from Cuperinto, Calif.
will once again enter the long and
triple jumps. His season best in
the long jump came a g a i n s t
UTEP as he lead 23-11:14 for first
place. His triple jump best is a
48-1114 effort although he has a
wind-aided 49-2%.
Ervin Jaros, who holds the
UNM discus record with a toss of
189-9 will be in action. His season
best is 178-'ll,i.
The Lobos will enter two relays
but success in either depends on
how well Tomas Ericson recovers
from his foot injury. Hackett expects him back in time for Saturday's meet.
UNM's talented shotput and
Ericson will join Gil Perea, a
discus competitor Ervin Jaros will graduate of Albuquerque's Valley
try his luck this week in the West High, · Dave Roberts, and RosCoast Relays in Fresno.
well's Web Loudat in the distance
medley relay. He'll also join Tom
Phillips, Kenny Head, and Perea
in the mile relay. UNM's best in
the mile relay is a non-winning
3:12.5 in the WAC relays.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAV!OR SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247-8219

Editor:
John

Moser

Ervin Jaros

Arizona Next Tennis Foe;

Lobos Tune Up for WAC

STEAKS
Includes Baked' Potatoes, Salad
with Choice of Dressing
Texas Toast

Shrimp &Fried Chicken Too

lilt

BDMINZI

Slm.DIR PIT®
5717 Menaul N.E.
No Tipping-Open 11 A.M.-9 P.M.
Come as You Are!

UNM's backfield coach and
"Beat Army" organizer Larry
Bielat urges his charges on in
pre)>aration for Saturday's Cherry-Silver clash.

Go Get'em, Men
.

;

Chuck Schuch is entered in the
5000 meter run.
'l'he only Lobo athlete entered
in the high hurdles will be Roosevelt Williams. He tied his school
record of :14.0 last weE:k against
UTEP.
Mike Jones, with a best of 52,1,

is the only Lobo in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles.
Two unattached entries from
UNM will be California high
school champion Phil Quinet in
the long jump, and Swedish
javelin thrower Ulf J ohnsson.
Johnsson's best this year is 245-6,

~"Live a

Little!"

How? Cash-value life insurance lets you do
your own thing. Ready cash when you need it.
Protection when you need it. Special policies
for seniors and graduate students. We'll take
the risk. You have the fun. Live a Little! Our
College Representative can show you how.

Alberto Candelaria

Southwestern Lite
PHONE NO.

247-1051

Loudat Chases Steeples
Loudat with a season best of
9:39.4 in the 3000 meter steeplechase will enter that event, while

The last time the UNM tennis eson, Robb Jones, and Doug Macteam stepped onto an Arizona ten- Curdy.
nis court, their efforts brought
them the Western Athletic ConA 4L<II•b l!r}
ference championship.
d'VW''"""""
D 1 -r
Free Irish pennyThat was last spring when
Ornamental !ron Gift Shop
with $5.00 purchase
Coach Joe Ferguson's team upset
S.E.
and
mention of this ad.
1818
Central
highly-favored Arizona 5-4 for
the win.
Remember Mother's Day-Now Wood Carvings
This weekend won't be for a
championship but will give the
Lobo team a chance to get used
to the hot Arizona weather for the
WAC meet one week later in
Tempe, Ariz.
The Lobos will have matches
with Arizona and Arizona State
Friday and Saturday. The UNM
and Legislative Journal
team, now 13-2, meets ASU in
Tempe Friday at 3 p.m., then
journeys 120 miles south for SatIn the May issue: "Student Activist Views of U.N.M."
urday's 2 p.m. match with the
Wildcats.
Among the Lobos' 18 wins are
"A Generation in Search of a Future"
victories over WAC members Colorado State (5-2) and Wyoming
(7-2).
"University Finance"
Their two losses have been to
NCAA champion Southern California (6-8), and UCLA (8-1).
On Sale at University Drug and ather Newsstands.
Coach Ferguson's probable lineup against Arizona will include
Van Hill, Tony Bull, Bruce Hutch-
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Dress Western for Fiesta
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A~l-SPORT.S TROPHIES
. .
2939 MONTE VISTA N.E.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106

Phone - 268·2436

NEW MEXICO'S LARGEST AND FINEST
SELECTION OF TROPHIES
Trophies for all organizations
and events

50%, discount to all UNM organizations

J3oots & Saadlsa.

Complete Billiards equip'!Jen.t
Billiard balls-2 piece eves

CORONADO

CENTEB

Bowling balls, bags sho(:ls etc.

All at 20% discorlnt to UN M students.
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Calling U

CaMpus Briefs
<~ariest cards." A speaker from

Ex-Priest To Speak

tween noon and 4 p.m. The deadline is Saturday, May 10.

the Committee for the Defense of
the Unive1·sity will also address
the meeting.

Dr. James Kavanaugh, a former
Roman Catholic priest, will speak
Wednesday, May 14 at 8 p.m. at
UNM.
Kavanaugh t•eplaces Congressman Gerold Ford in the Speakers
· Committee agenda.
Kavanaugh left the priesthood
and church voluntarily. He is the
author of "A modern Priest Looks
at His Outdated Church," and
"The Birth of God.''
During the past two years,
Kavanaugh has been involved in
sensitivity training and group
training at the Human Resources
Institute, La Jolla, Calif.

Cooperative
Agreement

/-Center Applications

Dr. Klaus Keil, professor of
geology at UNM, has received
~14,403 under a cooperative working agreement between UNM and
the National Aeroneautics and
Space Administration Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
Calif.
Keil, who will be a primary investigator of the returned moon
m· a t e r i a 1 from the Apollo 11
flight later this year, will use the
money to investig>.tte the mineralogy and peb:r~,;,g,r of the Hawaiian basalts.
Keil says research indicates the
composition of the Hawaiian Islands is similar to that of the
moon.
The Ames-UNM cooperative
working agreement provides for
joint scientific work in a number
of areas. Total funding could
reach ~135,000 in ten or 12 individu!ll agreements.

Applications are still being accepted ;for International Center
co-ordinator for 1969-70.
Applicants should be seniors or
graduate students, and should
hand in a resume of qualifications
and reasons why they are applying for the position.
Applications are being accepted at the International Center be-

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Language Director
Dr. Albert R. Lopes, professor
emeritus at UNM, has been
named director of Portuguese
language courses at Northern
Illinois University.
The course will be offered at
Northern Illinois for the first
time.
Lopes retired a year agG as director of the UNM Ibero-American studies program.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. n ad Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes tile rate Is reduced to 5c
per word ad ~he minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: PaYJnent must be made In
fullvrior to insertion of advertisement.
Class!lled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 81106
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mniL

Spaghetti Dinner
2)

FOUND: Lady's wrist watch in front of
Chemical Engineering Bldg. May 6. Identify and claim in the office (Rm 101).

3)

Student Meeting
The student branch of the American Civil Liberties Union will
hold a meeting tonight for the
creation of an exe(!utive board.
The meeting will be in room
253 of the Union at 7 p.m. Other
items on the agenda will be a
discussion of dormitory searches,
Yale Park vagrancy arrests, and
information concerning planned

Ph

4)

THE WESTERN LOOK
TOP-POCKET SLACKS
SPORTSCOATS
WESTERN BOOTS
WIDE BELTS
STETSON
SCARVES
TIES
AND
MORE

0

FOR RENT

FOUR ROOM apartment, 115 B Harv'nrd
SE to sub-let from June througll August for $70 per month. Off street parkIng, pets allowed. Phone Grant niter
li: 30 p.m. 277-4102.
SUB·LEASE ;:;:,:H~OO::UC:'SE::_-t,..,-h-1'11--:J::-u:-ly-.-:$::::76-:.--a
month. SE. Couples, children pr pets
welcome. 247-8935, 242-3686.

NEVV
MEXICO

•

I

PUPPIES now nvnilable from IccftowThc home of tile extra large Malamutes.
Stud service. 298-6112.
1965 VW SEDAN, $996.00 Excellent Condition. Cnll after li p.m. 296-4974.

265-5621

Defeats Bill Restricting Funds

Senate

Activities Involving BYU Will Get Continued Support
By SARAH LAIDLAW

Student Senate last night defeated a bill which
stipulated that no monies be given to student
organizations to participate in programs hosted
or sponsored by Brigham Young University
(BYU).
Sponsored by Senator Sam Johnson, the bill
was defeated by a roll call vate, 11-8. The bill
was given a "do pass" recommendation Tuesday
by the Senate Finance Committee.
''Moral" Issue
Black Student Union (BSU) spokesman Joe
Long spoke in support of the bill. Long said the
bill was a "moral" issue involving the "mutual
respect of one institution for another." He said
BYU "doesn't have enough respect for one group
(blacks) to make them officials in the Mormon
church."
Johnson said that unless Senate passed the
bill, they would be "condoning the ideas of
racism."
Senator Frank Lihn, speaking against the bill,
said "We s h o u I d leave it to the individual
groups" whether or not to participate in events
hosted or sponsored by BYU.

0 Kl E J 0 E'S
ALL BAR DRINKS

SOc
DAY AND NIGHT
Through Saturday

$3.99

'nigger' and you don't know it.''
A senator who voted agaiust the bill said he
did so because "there must be a better way to
resolve the issue between UNM and BYU.''
During the roll call vote, when the vote stood
at 11 against the bill, six for the bill, and two
senators abstaining, Johnson asked to be excused
from the meeting. While a recess was called,
Johnson fainted in the hall. He was revived and
returned to his dormitory.
Withdraws Bill
Senator John McGuffin, following the defeat of
Johnson's bill, withdrew a bill requesting that
Senate repeal resolution number 23.
Resolution 23 states: "Let it be resolved by
Student Senate that UNM disassociate itself
from BYU and sever all WAC relations with that
institution until such time as BYU relieves this
situation."
The situation spoken of in the resolution was
"defacto segregation against blacks.''
The Senate passed a resolution which asks that

1
~
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FIRST and GOLD

Denies Organization 'Racist,'

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
MAY 29-JUNE 4, 1969
SEMESTER 11, 1968·69
Individual students finding conftict.s in tills eXD.minatlon schedule must notify instructors concem<d bd~re
22 Any student having more tllnn three examinations scheduled in any one day may notify the mstructot= of the laat exnmlnntlon listed. If notified before May 22, the instructor shall make arrangements
to give a special examination. Confilels arising ns a result of scheduling out o! the normal hour-patterns
or day..gcquenccs mwt be resolved by the instructor of the oll'•Pnttern courses. A faculty member who
wishe<l to chn:llge the examination time of a course muat 1\rst secure the aPProval of his Dcnn who will then
submit fotmnl request to the Registrar.

May

Examination Time
7:30-9 :30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9 :3() AM
10:00-12:00 M
7:30-9 :SO AM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
7:30-9 :30 AM
10:00·12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
6:30-8:30 PM
6 :30-8 :30 PM
10:00-12:00 M
1:00-3:00 PM
3:30-5:80 PM

• In combined Lecture-Laboratory coUrse, reference la made to the first lecture section. ExnmlnaUons In
laboratozy counes may be glvcn during the laot week rn clMses pteccedlng the eXamination week or during
examination week at the time proVided in the schednle.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
THURSDAY, MAY 29
PSYCH. 102 {At..L SECTIONS)
FRIDAY, MAY 30
OHEM. 101, 102, 303, 304, 310 (ALL SECTIONS)
SATURDAY, MAY 31
Modern and Classical Languages (All Sections
of courses numbered below 300-time and
place to be announced by the instructor)
MONDAY, JUNE 2
C.E. 202, 302 (ALL SECTIONS)
M.E. 206 (ALL SECTlONS)
MUS. ED. 294 (ALL SECTIONS)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
S0C.102 (ALL SECTIONS)

the Athletic Council issue athletic cards to grad~
uate students carrying nine hours.
Full Load
Senator Heide, sponsor of the bill, said nine
hours is considered a full load for graduate students.
The resolution also asked that athletic cards be
issued to part-time students, at a cost to be determined next year when the total number of
UNM students is known.
The resolution asked that athletic cards be
issued to graduate students and part-time students because some of them are "being deprived
of a fair opportunity to participate in school spirit
by attending athletic events.''
Resignation
Newly elected Senator Bill Sherwood resigned
from Senate for "personal reasons."
Associated Students Vice President Joe Alarid
said Sherwood had to drop to part-time student
status.
Alarid also said Senate has received no word
from track coach Hugh Hackett concerning a
Senate resolution urging Hackett to give reason
for dismissing Don Walton from the team.

Black_ Panther C_o- Founder

ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM UNIVERSITY

Fiesto Speciol .

Mter the bill was defeated, Senator Sandra
Heide said, "You (Senate) have called Sam a

Pork Free Aero$$ the Street

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Class Hour
Examination Day
THURSDAY, MAY 29
8:30AM
MorWorF
7:30, 8:00 AM
TorTh
1:30, 2:00 PM
TorTh
6:30, 7:00 PM
Mon (Evening)
FRIDAY, MAY 30
9:30AM
MorWor:F
9 :00, 9 :30 AM
TorTh
12:30 PM
MorWorF
6:00, 6:30, 7:00 PM
Tue {evening)
SATURDAY, MAY 31
10:30 AM
M orWorF
(all sections)
Saturday Only
MONDAY, JUNE 2
11:30 AM
MorWorF
10:30, 11:00 AM
TorTh
1:30PM
M orWorF
8:00PM
Mon (evening)
6:30, 7:00 PM
Wed (evening)
TUESDAY, JUNE 3
7:30AM
MorWorF
12:00, 12:30 PM
TorTh
2:30PM
MorWorF
4:30PM
M orW or:F
8:00PM
Tue (evening)
6:30, 7:00 PM
Thur (evening)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
3:00, 3:30 PM
TorTh
3:30PM
MorWorF
4:30PM
TorTh
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For All Occasions!

FOR SALE

CAMPUS. 443 Lafayette Pl. N.E. Cor·
Johnny Rivers, winner of six
not'. Total Price $20,000. Drive by if
gold records in the past six years,
interested. Phone 268-4244.
will appear at Johnson Gym Sat- FIAT 850 SPIDER, 1968 5,500 miles, aturday, May 10, at 8:15 p.m.
tractive, economy, moderately powered
sports car. $1,750. 256·0261.
Rivers' talents have earned him
m i 1I i o n- r e c o r d sellers with PORSHE SPEEDSTER, 1966. Excellent
body, engine needs work. $900. 243"Memphis," "Seventh Son,"
6488.
"Mountain of Love," "Mabellene,"
"Secret Agent Man," and "The 6)
EMPLOYMENT
Poor Side of Town."
WANTED. Soutllwest and enRivers has established his own TEACHERS
tire West. Good salaries. Free registra•
record label, Soul City, and is retlon period. Southwest Teachers Agenc:v,
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.
sponsible for the successes of
"The Fifth Dimension.''
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
Rivers' appearance is part of POETRY WANTED for cooperative Poetthe annual UNM Fiesta Day aczy Anthology, Include stamp<d <>nvelope,
Idlewild Press, 643 Frederick, San Frantivities. Tickets for the performcisco, California 94117.
ance are available from the stuIDEAL 'l'ENANT? Mature woman
dent activities ticket booth in WANT
student wishes to rent attractive, srruill
Popejoy Eall. Tickets range from
unfumislled house with yard ncnr University beginning June. Long term. Will
$3.50 to $4.501 with a special colteke good care of property. Faenlty
lege student price of $2.
references. 898-0562 after 6 P.M.

BOURBON

TRADITIONALLY

GAPPY MESTAS ORCHESTRA

TYPING WANTED: Years of experience.
Student papers, contracts, letters, resumes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Mary Hollingsworth, 2633 Granite, N.W. Call 2422239.
TYPING done on IDM electric. 10 yrs.
experience. 298-3804.

5)

Full Quart

~e4,

The

SERVICES

r-•

t:ltat PKPEvou'vc
been looking for
is at:
--~e. Woudrow Wilson Pltannacu
3/00 ecntrnl 88

SPRING DANCE

LOST & FOUND

p.m.; subscription or $1.50 for adults and
~1.00 ~or students.
Meeting of Student ACLU; Room 21>3,
Union; 7 p.m.
Thursday, May 8
Lecture on uNonparnmetl'ie Tests of
Symmetry;" by Dr. Charles Bell; Room
104; M<1rron Hall; 3 p.m.

....

For A Swinging

The Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity pledge class will host a spaghetti dinner Sunday, May 11, from
4-7:30 p.m. at the fraternity
house.
The cost of the dinner is ~1 for
adults for all one can eat.

Rivers To Sing
In Fiesta Event

Wednesday, May 7
KUNM Man About Campus Interview;
witll Jolln Nunnes of United Portuguc.seAmerican Students; 2:40, 4 :20, 8:40 p.m.
Bobby Seale speech; Union; 3 p.m.
Concert Band concert; Popejoy Hall; 8:15

Announcements by
the 'UNM community will be accePted
at The ;Lobo office•
.A 24-hour deadline
IB in clfect.

1:00-3:00 PM
3:!10-5:30 PM
1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
3:30.5:30 PM
3:30-5:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM

Bobby Seale

I

Black P a n t h e r Party leader
Bobby Seale told an audience of
nearly 1000 students, faculty, and
townspeople in the Union yesterday that the party is opposed to
racism in any form.
Seale, one of the founders of
the Black Panther Party and its
current minister of defense, was
invited to talk at the University
by SDS. Bob Mandell, a member
of "The Oakland Seven" who was
tried and freed earlier this year
on conspiracy charges growing
out of a demonstration at the
Oakland Induction Center, also
addressed the gathering.
Seale denied that Black Panthers were racists. "We are down
on all racism, Anyone knows tbat
you don't fight fire with fire. We
need to fight racism with solidarity," he stated.
Lobo Plloto by Chester Painter
Racist
Bobby Seale, Black Panther
The Black Panther leader statminister of defense, told a UNM ed that the party got its :racist
audience of nearly 1,00 that biB tag because "two years ago when
party was not racist in nature. Ituey Newton went into the

streets to patrol police who were
brutalizing our community, the
establishment press said that the
Black Panther Party is a racist
party, they have guns and are
going to kill the white people.''
(Newton, who founded the
Black Panther Party, is currently
serving a jail term on a manslaughter conviction growing out
of a gunfight with police. Black
Panther Party members refer to
Newton as a "political prisoner'').
"Newton lashed back that we
don't hate white people because
of the color of their skin. We
would not 'StOop to low as a racist.
But we do hate gross unemployment; inadequate housing; racist
murders; unfair court trials; and
backward, stupid, absurd, racist
education," Seale said.
In forming the party, Seale said
"Newton said there are different
kinds of tactics to use. We had
ten years of nonviolence and all
we got was busted on the head.
We are going to put an organiza-

Plaintiffs Cancel Fiesta Complaint
Lack of Legal Standing Forces Withdrawal of Charges
A complaint filed in Student ible candidates had been allowed
Court against Fiesta Committee to run.
for allowing four technically inSegel explained that since Ciddio
'b]e·
candidates
to
run
in
yesand
McGuffin were not candidates
ell·,.
1
"'
terday's Fiesta ~lcctions was and
could
not allege injury, they
dropped without a hem·iug last di·d not have 1egal standing.
night for Jack of legal standing.
By mutual agreement, Segel
The complaint was filed yester- granted the two plaintiffs one
day by Student Senator John Me- hour in which to find a Fiesta
Guffin and Lobo Editor Wayne royalty candidate who would agree
Ciddio on the grounds that Fiesta to become a co-plaintiff in the
Committee violated its election case.
No One Willing
rules by allowing Mike Ortiz, Pi
The best the plaintiffs could do,
Kappa Alpha; Bobby Raines, Delta Sigma Phi; Judi Nickerson, however, was to find one candiChi Omega; and Lynn Hopldns, date for Fiesta King, Tom Gar~ia,
Alpha Delta Pi; to compete in the who agreed to be a co-plaintiff if
another candidate would do the
election.
same. The plaintiffs could not
N ecdcd Co·Plllintilf
Student Court Chief Justice find another candidate willing to
Ron Segel informed McGuffin and be a co-plaintiff.
Most of the candidates conCiddio they would have to find a
tacted
said they did not want
co-plaintiff, pref!!rabl_Y another
the
election
re-run and therefore
Fiesta royalty cand1date, who
would allege he bad suffered in· would not consent to be co-plainjury by the fact that four inelig· tiffs.

The complaint was filed because
Student Court Associate JusOrtiz did not meet the 2.0 grade . tice Phil Clark issued an order
point requirement for eligibility yesterday afternoon prohibiting
·•
•
·M1ss
•
the Fiesta Committee from countin the e1ect10n,
and Rames,
ing
after the polls
Hopkins, and Miss Nickerson did closedtheat ballots
5 p.m. When the comnot have the required 62 hours for plaint was dropped, the order was
junior standing in their respecti'le lifted and elections officials were
colleges.
allowed to count the ballots.

tion together which teaches black
people the correct ways of resisting." Later S e a I e added that
"when some cop beats you on the
head, act like a lJUman and defend
yourself.''
Speaking directly to his black
brothers in the audience Seale
told them that "black is beautiful
is a limited bag. You have to get
away from it. It is black racism.
You have to get down. to the
essence of the problem-that we
are suffering."
The slogan, he said was origin·
ally meant to mean "black prole·
tarian power, but the establish·
ment has turned the meaning
around to mean black racism.''
Fight Capitalism
Seale also told the gathering
that the Black Panthers believe in
"socialism in a practical sense,
We are going to fight capitalism
with some practical socialist pro·
grams.'' Seale explained that one
such program was currently un·
derway in Oakland where the
Black Panther Party is engaged
in a pilot program which provides
over 1200 black children with
breakfast e!lch morning.
Mandell addressed the audience
saying that students can . "fight
(the current class situation in
America" by opposing military
training on college campuses, supporting open admissions in colleges for all students regardless
of the color of their skin, oppooing the expansion of universities
into poor areas, and opposing corporations recruiting on campuses.

Kanowitz Supports Legalized Abortion
UNM Professor of Law Leo Kanowitl>: spoke in
support of the legalization of aborHon to a capacity
crowd in the Kiva Tuesday night during his lecture
"Women and The Law.''
He said that well o'let a million Amerhmn women
each ye:~.r submit to illegal abortions and over 5000
die as n result of them.
"There is a felt need on the part of many women
to submit tG illegal abortions," he said. Kanowitz
feels the law should be changed to recognize this
need.
Kanowitz brought out other laws that discrim·

inat~

against women. Justifiable homieide may be
ruled in the case of a man who finds and kills
anothe1 man having intercourse with his wife in
New Mexico, but the ruling will not be made for n
wife who kills another woman she finds with her
husband. "The law expresses our society's double
standard regarding sexual relations for men and
women," he said.
During the question and answer period Lenore
Goldberg, a graduate student in art at UNM, said
that there is discrimination being practiced against
women in the art department here.

